Science & Engineering Poetry

For Summer 2014, the Muses' Gallery features poems related to science and
engineering. Thanks to Harold Rafson for this stimulating suggestion. Harold is a regular
open-mic attendee and a retired food scientist/engineer. I was initially skeptical,
assuming we would receive very few submissions. To my surprise, Highland Park Poetry
has been deluged with responses: poets from all over the U.S. and beyond plus poets of
all ages, from adult to 4th grade students. This bounty of material has meant that I have
needed to make some tough decisions about what to include. Thank you to all of the
many poets who submitted poems - your interest and enthusiasm are deeply appreciated.
Enjoy!

Enigma
By

The science of life
is an art in itself that
defies description

Carol Spielman Lezak
Highland Park, Illinois

James Paradiso, Photographer

The Chemical Atom
By
Harold Rafson
Highland Park, Illinois

Matter is neither created nor destroyed.
It can only change in form or move its place.
The carbon atom with the big bang was formed.
It’s chemical nature changed and redeployed,
An ever-changing material face.
Matter is neither changed nor destroyed.
It becomes a part of life and then returned
To an inorganic part of a natural base.
It can only change form or move its place.
That carbon has a history and evolved,
Survived, and the pattern cannot be retraced.
Matter is neither created nor destroyed.
When Death comes to Life matter redeployed,
As atoms are building blocks everyplace.
It can only be changed in form or moved its place.
Dust thou art to dust returned.
The grand “la ronde” continues apace.
Matter is neither created nor destroyed.
It can only be changed in form or moved its place.

Voyager
By
David Jibson
Ann Arbor, Michigan

The images were spectacular.
The rings of Saturn,
the goddess moons of Jupiter,
the sulfur spewing fires of Io.
They tell us now that it’s no longer
a part of the solar system,
that it belongs to the stars,
has broken some invisible
boundary of deep time
into cosmological forever.
It’s radio signal was photographed from Earth
as a pale blue dot, twenty-two watts,
like the light bulb in a refrigerator.
One pale blue dot
as seen from another pale blue dot.
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Ison
By
Sarina Bosco
Andover, Connecticut

Early December it erupted across the sky
in daylight. We could hear it ninety-two million
miles off- a hum, a thrum that
drew our veins to the surface of our skin.
Something in that rock reminded us of
our bones and the noises they made just
before dawn – tendons drawn across the
rayed craters of our lives. We dreamed at night
of lost breath and splinters of ice, the rush
of skin and atmosphere, racing by.
It hurtled, threw itself, toward gorgeous
loops of disruption – willingly gave in to
the pull of gravity and destruction.
Mouths dry we shook as it hugged curves
and never slowed – though it was
losing fragments of itself, scattering
shards toward the devouring sun. On its
way out it was a different kind of gone.
We dwelled on the silent disintegration of
our souls’ incineration – after all aren’t
we all made up of star dust? Now at night
we breathe shallow under shadows
remembering the relief of fractures across
the hard surface of a lonely traveler;
content to burn up in the heat of life,
to leave us with misplaced nostalgia
for a rock we never even set our eyes on.

By
Ann Lamas
Chicago, Illinois

felled tree
in the middle of spring
cracked

Ann Lamas, Photographer

Ada Lovelace Learns Little Ada, born unwanted, sickly,
imagines her escape, crafts a flying machine
to Fly
to carry herself away. Her father, unseen,
By
swaddled in layers of sordid mystery.
She learns to love to order, electricity;
Jeannine Hall Gailey she invents circuits on which her languages
might dance. So like and unlike, this enchantress
of numbers, this creator of sciences
Redmond, Washington
as yet unforeseen, this girl destined,
like her father, to die young and alone.
Buried beside him, let her sleep take flight Jeannine Hall Gailey
recently served as the
worrying voices finally silenced,
Poet Laureate of
let her find her dream of perfect form.
Redmond, Washington,
where her slogan
was "Geeks for poetry,
poetry for geeks." She is
the author of four books
of poetry:Becoming the
Villainess, She Returns to
the Floating
World, Unexplained
Fevers, and, upcoming in
spring of 2015, The
Robot Scientist's
Daughter. Her web site
is www.webbish6.com.

Ada Lovelace, Pioneer of Computing

When You're In Love
with Tesla
By
Christine Clarke
Seattle, Washington

When you’re in love with Tesla,
you’re a trapped particle
coiled around someone’s heart
tuned to their resonant frequency.
When you’re in love with Tesla,
magnets carry more weight.
You stumble into the force field
of his brown eyes and you are powerless
to resist.
When you’re in love with Tesla,
you’ve been split in half
and any atoms that still shimmer
belong to him.
When you’re in love with Tesla,
AC sounds a lot like save me.

DaVinci Model of a Tank; Joseph Glaser, photographer

Upstaging Natural
Selection

The great whoosh of “aaaaaaah!”
launches a million swimmers into a frantic race for life.

By

But wait….something is amiss….
there is no turgid grotto to traverse
pursuing the prize only one can win
all must instead crash against impassive glass
jammed into an unyielding vial with no finish line to cross
as an icy curtain descends….brrr.

Joseph Glaser
Lake Forest, Illinois

Sleep, silent swarm….tucked into your cold capsule….
sleep like tiny Rip van Winkles until thawed and shaken
awake
stretching….flexing…. ready to resume your instinctive
race….
now squirted into a strange and wondrous Petriverse
where a dozen eggs lounge expectantly
like a harem awaiting the sultan’s honored guests.
No starter’s gun needed….oh no….it’s a free-for-all….
and in a flash the race is over….the 12 winners all aglow….
each merged wholly into his one and only.
See them neatly lined up on glass….watch as each newbie
pinches its waist and divides gracefully….magically….
first into 2 cells….then again into 4….and then the big 8….
when one cell is plucked from each of the twelve nascent
beings.
Smile, you sacrificial cell….as your innards are extracted….
your DNA is decoded….your vitality is unveiled….
to mark your very own left-behind embryo as worthy….or
not….
of continuing in the race for life.

Lichens

I’m lichen the way you sometimes swarm
across a rock, or log, or tree
like etchings in cuneiform or colorful
calligraphy

By
Carole Croll

But moss-ly

Royersford, Pennsylvania

I’m lichen the way you crust and spread
across a dull and faded plain
like butter on a slab of bread or sunlight on a
stalk of grain
But moss-ly
I’m lichen the way your hearty lobes
withstand the elements at large
and propagate the pliant globe with spores
and fragments as you sparge
But moss-ly
I’m lichen the way you shrub and branch
then grow up small or hang down low
a bi-organic avalanche - or thalli oratorio

Illustration from Smithsonian Magazine

But moss-ly
I’m lichen the way you share your prize
of medicine and weaver’s dye
and how you will not compromise when
nature’s breath has run awry

Curt Vevang, Photographer

If I Knew the Code
By
Curt Vevang

Before computers, before bytes and bits,
we conversed in code using dahs and dits.
This old Morse Code was great in its day
but “user friendly” was not its forte.
You could only read the message sent
if you knew the code and what it meant.
Then Western Union changed all that one day.
Soon English was in and codes were passé,
since telegrams had no dah dah dit dah,
just words and greetings and other hoopla.
The next to appear was the telephone.
You could simply talk while sitting at home.
No reading needed, you merely said hi.
Your message was sent, then came a reply.
The very best way for us to converse.
But then suddenly we turned for the worse.
Along came texting – once more we must read
and typing again, it’s backward indeed.
This new way to talk, it seems quite perverse,
instead of progress we’re now in reverse.
And would you believe each word now is coded?
I thought by this time that codes were outmoded.
There’s TTYL, CU, G2G,
all of these ciphers – mean nothing to me.
I could understand what the message meant
if I knew the code, that was being sent.

Love Science
By
Celeste McNeil
Atlanta, Georgia

If I am a mineral,
You are the UV light.
When the darkness sets in
You illuminate
My true colors
More beautiful than I knew.
When you leave me,
I am reluctant to release
The energy you have wrapped me in
The glow remaining
Longer than you could stay,
But you have made me
Phosphorescent
If we are stars
Of brilliant hope,

We’re binary stars.
You’re the primary
And I’ll be your companion
And we’ll share mass,
That we may evolve
Into something greater
Than we could ever be
Alone
If you and I must be
In distance
I’ll be Foucault’s pendulum.
No matter where you stand
Or how the Earth turns us
Our paths will cross and
I will come back
To where you are.
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Ancient Water
By
Linda R. George
Louisville, Kentucky

No matter how many times
I pass this place,
the road cut’s rocky face
is never the same.
In May, frothy water
gushes from its creases-gleaming water, full of
quartz and lime sands,
propelled through rock channels
by ancient
prescription.
A subterranean

River, a cave
Chiseler, a full force of
Nature on a
mission through time and space -threading its way
through the millennium,
carrying the
footprints and secrets of
of prehistory,
at least until it reached
this spot--where state
road engineers thought a
highway should be.

World of
Experimentation
By
Paul Kim

Peering at nature with keen eye;
Looking at rawness of life
Hypothesizing,
Devising and analyzing
Finding truths in each endeavor;
A great life to live

Raleigh, North Carolina
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String Theory
By
Warren Meredith
Harris
Abingdon, Virginia

Rainer Rilke’s parents may have hoped they could make a believer out of
him by giving him the middle name Maria. In a way, it worked. He wrote
poems about God, angels, and uncanny things. For him they must have
stood as imperfect word-correspondences for those imaginings forever
seeping out of what his Freud-smitten lover Lou would have called the
Preconscious, others, the dark.

I learned from a TV documentary
that all-that-is, this seemingly
ordinary thing Reality,

This poem was first
dances out of the dark, you might say,
published in A!
as vibrations arising from sub-atomic strings
Magazine, a regional
played by the tiniest of orchestras.
arts review, and then in
his book The Night
So somebody called it String Theory. I read the same
concept in a poem published in 1903—
Ballerina (BrickHouse
Books, 2012).
I am a string, a chord, a silvery vibration.

Did Rilke and the clever scientists
both have in mind that happy ancient thought
the musical rotation of the spheres?
Had the poet felt in his neurons
the subtle ballet that underlies this world
and at last has emerged as equations on computer screens?
Or better still, do our most ingenious physicists
get new ideas by reading old poems?

Engineers Are Great
By Ilana Schneck

Engineering Is...
By Jessica Rolfe

4th grade, Indian Trail School

4th grade, Indian Trail School

Engineering is so great
Engineering isn't hate at any rate
They make things that you would use
So you can have fun and let loose
They use a process
To design what they make
So you aren't at any stake
And what they make
Most of it is tested at the Underwriters
Laboratory
So we can stay safe
Not so we are unsafe
Engineers make almost everything
So we stay king

Engineering is making things better.
Engineering is people's jobs.
Engineering is fun and creative.
Engineering helps you be safe.
Engineering is for everyone: big, small, tall
and short
Engineering is technology.
Engineering is all around you.
Everywhere you go.
The park,
your house
and even all the different stores in Highland
Park.
Just think... maybe you can be an engineer
one day!

A Poem about an
Unusual Engineer
By
Debby Rohde
Northbrook, Illinois

I once played golf with a ceramics engineer and she
sang praises to the inorganic solid, teaching me,
among other facts, that porcelain is a type of ceramic
While I conjured images of a sophisticated plumber,
she (an engineer) explained ceramic material
does not conduct electricity and is a good insulator
Picturing a bathroom, I imagined dropping
my hairdryer into the toilet, then grabbing tight
to the bowl to deaden the live charge
This ceramics engineer outlined the unique chemical
properties of the magical substance, yet I persisted
in my lowbrow interpretation of her scientific profession
I could not shake the vision of her test tubing outhouse
samples and Bunsen-Burnering the little caps that cover
the screws that secure the throne to the floor
She was a good golfer and probably a superb engineer
but remains in my mental index the American Standard
geek who measures Kohler commodes with her slide rule
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Erector Set
By
Candace Kubinec
Greensburg,
Pennsylvania

Silver and red metal
pieces scatter
across the porch like
leaves in Autumn
Perfectly lined
up holes wait for
a creator's touch while
gears and wheels
and pulleys are
ready to come to life
My brother said not
to touch his things
Erector sets are
just for boys
Girls should play
with curly haired dolls
that cry and have
pretend tea parties
So while he plays with
balls and kicks the can
at the playground
I build the future

Engineers
By Raphael Ampon

A Helping Hand
By Amelie Kempf

4th grade, Indian Trail School

4th grade, Indian Trail School

Engineers work all the time.
Engineers work day and night.
Work here
work there
work everywhere.
Problem start
problem end,
fixing problems
till the end.
Building houses
building bikes
building, improving
that's right.

Engineers
Help Earth
Help us
Help all
They build
They test
They imagine
They ask
Help
Everyone
Everything
Earthquakes
Tsunamis
Floods
Aid packages
Disasters
Engineers
They help us

Golden Hohlraum
By
M. T. Whitington
Memphis, Tennessee

molten flow glowing into shape,
forged matter from pure light
at the dark edge space.
there a tiny, tiny shell casing
turtles all the way down.
in interchangeable currency -energy -matter
smell of burnt iron, blood, ozone.
the golden hohlraum trilemma,
born through an empty room,
a circular blackbody dilemma,
where we wait for energy to become time.

Follow the link for more background on this poem.
http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/may/18/matter-light-photonselectrons-positrons
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The Big Bang
By
Rowan Vickers
New York City, New
York

The shape of things
change as we do
until both are hidden.
It is as if,
in spite of
ourselves,
we are
expanding
like the
spheres
dancing out
there
hurtling
towards
time
ripping
through
dust.

First Breath
By
William Vollrath
Charlottesville, Virginia

At the Bang
there is breath
a singular point
God willed into being
inhales into consciousness
cosmic vibrations now manifest
nature's cycles unfold
At the moment of creation
the universe awakens
darkness recedes
across space and time
evolutionary forces unleashed
life exhales deeply
and exits silence's fertile door
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Clinically Speaking
By
Joshua Ginsberg
Chicago, Illinois

When the sunlight
makes you wrinkle your nose
it drives me wild diverts the flow of blood
and blocks all the right receptors,
which is different
than being the catalyst
enabling a reaction,
it’s more like
inhibiting reabsorption
of serotonin and such.
But all of those technical details –
the tables, listings and figures they come loose and slip my forceps
the moment our sandals, baseball cap
sundress and shorts
land together on the carpet
in one chimeric heap.

Homework
By
Mike Snider
Dameron, Maryland
Mike Snider makes his living writing
software, but his passions are making
poems, mostly formal, and making music on
the mandolin with various local bands in
south-eastern Maryland. His poems have
appeared in the magazines The Louisville
Review, Columbia, Matrix, and Plum Ruby
Review, in the chapbook anthology Rhymes
for Adults, on the websites The Mote and
The Hypertexts, and, most recently, in a
Danish collection of essays on the
interactions of science and general general
culture, Ekkoromett (Echo Chamber).

My daughter's learning how the planets dance,
How curtseys to an unseen partner's bow
Are clues that tell an ardent watcher how
To find new worlds in heaven's bleak expanse,
How even flaws in this numerical romance
Are fruitful: patient thought and work allow
Mistake to marry meaning. She writes now
That Tombaugh spotting Pluto wasn't chance.
Beside her, I write, too. Should I do more
Than nudge her at her homework while I try
To master patterns made so long before
My birth that stars since then have left the sky?
I'll never know. But what I try to teach
Is trying. She may grasp what I can't reach.

By Amelia Cotter
Chicago, Illinois
Amelia says, "This haiku actually follows the 5-7-5 rule (which I'd
otherwise avoid) because I submitted it to the Going to Mars with
MAVEN project and that was a requirement. My name and the
poem were sent with MAVEN into orbit toward Mars in November,
along with many other names and haiku from writers around the
world."

here among the stars...
our deep celestial bond
evidence of life

Sigh-ence
By
Julie Isaacson
Highland Park, Illinois

There’s just too much to learn, I fear,
About our climate and the atmosphere
I’m not sure I have enough devotion
To grasp plate tectonics and erosion
I could take a hundred courses
To understand our energy resources
I recall studying was so intense
Just to memorize the chemistry elements
I try to study, but I petrify
So I give up, and then just sigh
All this information is too much to wield
I am not drawn to the magnetic field
I admire those who are in the know
About glaciation and ground-water flow
Marine geology and coastal zones
The mere thought makes me moan new groans
The constellations, planets, a meteorite
So much to comprehend day and night
I try to study, but I petrify
So I give up, and then just sigh
Quake, fire, tornado, flood
These natural hazards could boil one’s blood
Contamination, pollution and oil spill
All hot topics, and many more still
Challenges surround us with urgent defiance
I surrender, I can’t absorb all this sigh-ence.
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I'm Bionic
By
Sylvia Riojas Vaughn
Plano, Texas
Sylvia Riojas Vaughn's
work appears in the
2014 Lost Tower
Publications anthology
"Bridge of Fates," and is
pending inDialogo, a
publication of DePaul
University. Her work
appears in Red River
Review, HOUSEBOAT,
and Texas Poetry
Calendar. She has been
nominated for a
Pushcart and a Best of
the Net. Her play, "La
Tamalada," was
produced in Fort
Worth.

after the brain surgeon
installs platinum electrodes –
fairy’s glimmer
in the surgical suite.
Batteries on my collarbone.
Zap!
My tremor’s gone.
I’m going to brush my teeth,
not my cheekbones.
I’ll zip my hoodie
up & down,
up & down.
Or sporting a cap
on my shaved head,
bake a pie.
Apple smiles,
egg wash
shining on the crust.

Tractor Beam
By
Michael Escoubas
Pontiac, Illinois
“What sustains us is an
affection for the work itself.”
- Physicist Gary Spalding,
of the Department of Natural
Sciences, Illinois Wesleyan
University.

This idea has Star Trek written all over it;
this theme of the “tractor beam;” these acoustic
waves that weave their way with matter.
Don’t we manipulate enough things in life? But wait,
this mad weaving seeks a new day in health
care and what it means to stay with something once you start.
Like Newton, and Edison
and Einstein, who changed the world because they
had a child-like love for science itself,
these young scientists believe that if they slow down,
take steps and work carefully their tractor beam
with its acoustic waves can do surgery
without cutting people open! These waves,
invisible as air, but there, nonetheless,
can detect and treat tumors. Their work was stepby-step as one walks down a path, but their path
has algorithms, procedures, calculations—
tests proved out in a basement sanctuary called a “lab.”
There, “Star Trek” terms like “phase shifts”
and “time lags” and “holograms” are words that make
a hearty meat stew for a team of laser fanatics
still learning, but with hearts for who they can help:
cancer victims and those who know the all-the-time
pain of Parkinson’s disease. How many of us can say,
along with Professor Spalding, “Its very
satisfying when students can transfigure
science into the healing compassion of Christ?”
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Rock Solid
By
David Nekimken

We expect the ground beneath us

Chicago, Illinois

Until tectonic plates decide to rumble
Causing us to grumble as Mad Hatter.

To be a state of solid matter

We pound our fists on wooden table
Exclaiming “this is solid as a rock”
Unaware of constant movement
Quarks and bosons roll and rock.
So we see or try to see
An object’s shape and form
As elemental particles swiftly swarm
Where definition for an instant is the norm.

Raindrop
By
Wilda Morris
Bolingbrook, Illinois

Our love was like rain, a drop.
You clung to me as rain to a leaf
I was the one part oxygen,
you, the two parts hydrogen.
We seemed to be a stable mix,
but were not well-rounded.
I could not bear the surface tension.
I turned away and left you.
My new mate is carbon,
he’s the one part now.
I’m the two parts oxygen
and I’m really in love.

Dining in the
Cosmic Cafe

Not even nothing. Blink,
a nod and a wink,

By

a flick of the digit, one or nought,
eat or not eat,

Martin Porter

sparks flying from primordial coals,
space, time, spacetime strings

Whangarei, New Zealand

of spaghetti; pizza spun, stretched
into multidimensional membranes

This poem has been displayed
at the "Reactor" exhibition at
NorthTec, Whangarei, New
Zealand and is published on
the "Poetry Notes and Jottings"
blog. Martin Porter, born in
Jersey, studied Astrophysics
in London and Leeds, taught
Physics in Jersey, before
becoming a systems trainer
in New Zealand. He is now
retired in Whangarei. He has
recently had work published
in Live Lines 4 (NZ), Printed
Reality (NZ), San Pedro River
Review (US), and Bare
Fiction (UK).

suddenly inflating, sprinkled with yeast.
A mess of fragments composing
their own notes, a harmony of flavours,
a universe played to the hurdy-gurdy medley
of grinding, mixing, blending, separating
complexity from the borders of confusion.
We search the menu with furious incomprehension
or a fear of the predictable,
staring from shadows in a candlelit dining room,
or upward, with a predilection for dark ceilings,
not seeking sunshine or night, some strange perturbation,
just a garden of Moon Daisies, nasturtium for the salad,
deep wells and vines for wine, light white or red,
shifting, stained with dark matter.

Out of this chaos, we order,
drink in the heavens, dine off the galaxy
and under the ochre pantiles and shingles,
spit stars across the sky.
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Victor Makes a Man
(after Mary
Shelley'sFrankenstein)

By
Crystal Condakes
Karlberg
Small town north of
Boston, Massachusetts

There’s nothing so important as a name,
It matters more than how one came to be.
We keep ourselves afloat or drown in shame.
Madness sees creation as a game,
Creeps through musty hallways like a thief.
There’s nothing so important as a name
Faced with one’s reflection serves to tame.
The glass will hold you in, not set you free.
We keep ourselves afloat or drown in shame
To dear Mrs. Saville it seems insane,
But in proper London even she can see,
There’s nothing so important as a name
Exploration can result in fame.
Obsession, like the Arctic, takes its fee.
We keep ourselves afloat or drown in shame
Stitched together, filled in like a frame,
What I hath wrought is the worst part of me.
There’s nothing so important as a name.
We keep ourselves afloat or drown in shame.

The Cat in this Window has
Cushing's Disease
By
Luke Salazar
Tinley Park, Illinois

No, she has not been shorn
by zealous punkrockers
though her skunky stripes are worthy
of a Dead Kennedys concert.
And she's not an exotic
with big pricetag and no fur
you might see peering from the handbag
of some effete celebrity.
There was no accident
involving a lit burne
rand an ill-timed jump,
with a panic of wet dishtowels.
Instead, the drab and dreary truth –
she has an overactive adrenal gland
and her symptoms include
“symmetrical hair loss.”

Luke Salazar, Photographer

Thank You, Engineers!
By Amanda Green
4th Grade, Indian Trail School

Science will always see to it –
the surreal, strangled into reality.

Engineering
By Barry Bowers

4th Grade, Indian Trail School
Cars
You are driving down a highway
cups
you think
engineer them all
Who made this?
even a ball or maybe robot Paul
but don't cry
Engineers!
if you can't do those
You are going up an elevator
you think
get a pose
Who made it move?
to help you complete them all
Engineers!
but there are other things too
You are sharpening a pencil
like even a cow that says moo
you think
the opportunities are endless
Who made it sharpen?
hopefully dentless
Engineers!
occasionally bentless
Engineers this,
Engineers that,
and almost always relentless
Engineers make everything!
Ask, imagine, plan it all
Engineers make your dollie that you sleep with
then you create it
Engineers make your mom's favorite coffee
and improve it y'all
machine
that's engineering
Engineers make your dad's new favorite Tesla car
that's
all you gotta do
Engineers make your best friend's comfy Tempur
build,
create
Pedic bed
Thank you, Engineers!
and you're an engineer

Polar Vortex Revisited
By
Marjorie Rissman
Highland Park, Ilinois

morning fog whispers in from lakefront solitude
not even the usual summer gull breaks the
silence the air is too heavy too grey for singing
feathers too damp for flying.
beads of water form from clouds
touching pavements and leaves
as if to leave their mark before
marching on to the next surface.
it is colder than warmer
it is darker than brighter
it is wetter than dryer
it is a summer morning
when the polar vortex returns to haunt
the shoreline and many miles west beyond.
the sun cracks its eyes open around noon
lifting the haze and moisture
into a somewhat warmer but still humid
midday only to recharge the air before
storms ring out like percussion instruments
commuters hurry home as
flooded highways and underpasses
make canoes preferred form of transportation
the evening little league game
the outdoor concert on the lawn
the visit to the ice cream shoppe
postponed as the ominous night sky
ends the day with cloudbursts
and lightning laughing across the sky.

Resonance
By
Sabrina Ali
Vancouver, British
Columbia

Wave theory, string theory, quantum, relative and classic
It reads like a page from the Jurassic.
Cosmos on the head of a pin. Tailspin.
What the hell is time anyway. It doesn’t antimatter.
We just don’t know but let's pretend we do
Complex formulas, might as well be voodoo
Rules of logic that mislead
and
Discoverer’s joy that runs political misdeed
Did Oppenheimer ever regret, forget, or
Write his epithet?
Does all knowledge trickle down, on the edge of town?
Ignore the sound of the cries of the drowned.
Energy and spin, come on in and
Sit a while. You too can dazzle and baffle,

Learn the jargon and you can be an expert
in the bargain.
Pretend strong voice, just don’t waffle.
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The plane glides in so close to the water
we paralyze, afraid that silver blade
soaked in the sun's blood, that stupid manmade
thing, will slice the bay, scattering slaughter
screaming through our night and, long after,
we'll wake tense as the weeping moon at
tide.
But the plane sweeps softly onto the wide
runway; waves catch last sunlight with
laughter,
as though mocking our fear. As though
mocking
our very lives, a gull shoots a white arrow
downward, circling once - twice - easy and
low,
skimming dangerously along the
rocking waves,
trailing claws: two thin lines of crisis
touching water -- and then he quickly rises.

Watching Planes Fly Into Logan
AirportIn The Late Afternoon
By
Arthur Powers
Raleigh, North Carolina
Arthur Powers was born and grew up in
Evanston (his grandfather came to Chicago in
1898 to play viola in the Chicago Sympnony
Orchestra under Theodore Thomas). Arthur
went to Brazil in 1969 as a Peace Corps
Volunteer and lived most his adult life
there. His poetry has appeared in many
anthologies & magazines, including America,
Chicago Tribune Magazine, Christianity &
Literature, Hiram Poetry Review, Kansas
Quarterly, Roanoke Review, South Carolina
Review. This poem was published in
Rattapallax.

Engineers are Cool
By Jack Weinberg
4th Grade, Indian Trail School
Engineering is great engineering is fun oh no can we be
done?
It's a task it's a theme to be.
Word hard on the project work hard with the phase.
Do it with good knowledge
With all your might...
Imagine
Plan
Create
Ask
and dun dun dunnnnn
IMPROVE
Here is a list
Phone
Games
Buildings
That's not all here are some more
Watches
Pencils
Hats
Computers
Bottles
Shirts
and almost dun dun dunnnnnn
EVERYTHING IN THE WORLD

Colin
By
Linda Wallin

Palatine, Illinois

The workbench is crawling with tech; a monitor, keyboard,
two computers, cords, CDs, wires, drives, speakers and power
strips.
You stand there, smiling, with something in your hand I cannot
name.
My hard drive has crashed and neither Josh nor John can save it.
You, who always learn by seeing, hook up my drive
to the old operating system on the network, then hook up your
drive
to the new operating system on the network.
The data was easily transferred, and you are in your happy
place.
“Friggin’ genius,” your counselor would say.

Entanglement
By
Will Oram
High School Senior in Texas

Every mind questions existence
from Einstein to you.
Throughout every rotation
and dilation of time
pondering motion, momentum,
forces and friction.
Vanishing utensils,
cats, dead or alive,
lines dance in color. Yum.
Mind seems lost, spacing, no...
pulling force of gravity,
I'm returned to my domain.
Now here we both stand
presently, eternally. Entangled.

James Paradiso, Photographer

The Shocking Death of
William Kemmler;
Or Got a Light?
By
Kelly N. Patterson
For complete enjoyment
of this poem, please read,
sing or hum to the tune of
The Brady Bunch theme
song.

Here’s the story of a man named William Kemmler,
Who was busy hacking up his girlfriend with an axe
In a drunken rage, way back in 1888,
How does this story end, you ask?
Here’s the story of the New York Penal system
In its death penalty infancy
Let’s strap him to an electric chair, Edison!
And perhaps it won’t be so inhumane and messy!
So one day (August 6, 1890) when they tried to fry him,
With substantial evidence and not just a hunch,
Things went terribly wrong with the electric chair
And just about all the witnesses lost their lunch.
And that’s the way we perfected the electric chair!
The Electric Chair! The Electric Chair!
And that’s the way we perfected the electric chair!

By
Angel David
Atlanta, Georgia

Mother of knowledge,
awaken those who sleep in unconscious
manner
with the light that brightens in the universe.
With the timeless distant light
that transits the universe free like a herd
with pride like a lion.
Let us understand your beauty
the beauty of understanding
the beauty to know that you are eternal,
Mother
and we
we are just a sparkle of sight
temporary witnesses of your immortality.
Mother Science.

Excerpt from Poem
for a Corn-Fed Girl
By Jennifer Dotson
Highland Park, Illinois
This was inspired by my
anxieties surrounding
GMOs or Food that it is
genetically modified.
The complete poem is
published in Clever
Gretel(2013, Chicago
Poetry Press).

Perhaps the darkness began with Mendel and his peas
or the discovery of the coded spiral strands of being.
The farmers and the scientists
peered inside Pandora’s box
to improve upon the hand of God and Darwin
to create a corn that would withstand rot, bugs and frost
with sweeter, plumper kernels and
a more appealing yellow color.
Eye of newt and toe of dog
Mixed with a tiny bit of frog
For a Better, Tastier Corn.
The farmers and the scientists
accept the accolades of grocers with little
understanding of the Godzilla stalks they’ve made.
She hooks some stray hair behind her ear and thinks
simple is best. Corn on the cob.
Steam rises from her mother’s white enamel stock pot.
She suspends the naked ears in boiling water
with just a dash of sugar for that sweet taste.
8 minutes. No more. No less.
Be sure to set the timer.
A pyramid of ears sits expectant on the platter
waiting to be rolled on a stick of butter
and the sprinkling of salt and pepper.
Waiting for the intimate embrace of eager fingers,
lips, teeth and tongue.

